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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ~ The first Clemson University faculty survey in 10 years is one of those 
good news, bad news reports. 

The good news is that academic freedom receives positive reviews from all areas of the faculty. 
Hundreds of faculty members who filled out the survey were generally satisfied with the issue. Also, 
faculty ranked trust in department heads and deans as important, and most agreed they had that, 
according to the report. 

Faculty senate officials said about 40 percent of more than 1,000 faculty members filled out the survey, 
which is considered a strong response. 

Much of the bad news has to do with money, evaluations and communication. 

Getting the most negative' .results were the categories of adequate funding for departments and col1eges, 
salary increases for facultY, tuition reduction waiver programs, administrative salaries, procedures for 
evaluation of administrators and for transparency ofuniversity decision-making. 

Faculty members had more than 250 pages of comments on issues and a summary of those comments 
generally paralleled the survey findings. 

Some of the 45 issues the faculty ranked as important: 

* adequacy of funding for departments 

* trust in department chainnen and chairwomen 

* trust in Clemson administration 

* salary increases for faculty 

* support for graduate education 

* adequate classroom space 

* student, faculty and staff diversity 

* availability of instructional technology 
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* procedures for evaluation of administrators 

At the bottom of the list of importance was salary increases for administrators. 

Senate President Bryan Simmons called the survey's timing "a petiect storm" with wave after wave of 
economlc bad news hitting higher education at the same time. 

About 175 comments were made on salary and evaluation issues, with more than one-third "'deeply 
troubled by the recent disparity in salary increases between faculty and administration," according to a 
summary. 

Also, faculty salaries weren't seen as keeping up with inflation, and quality teaching is not viewed as 
being rewarded tIu-ough the college's evaluation tool, although a satisfaction index showed most faculty 
happy with the promotion and tenure process. 

According to one comment, "The uneveness and inegalitarian nature of salaries is the primary cause of 
frustration and unhappiness on campus." 

The faculty senate itself received 65 comments, some praising its work, but others stating it was 
ineffective, and its decisions "not taken seriously by the university administration." And 27 comments 
stated there was "a lack of transparency and trust in university decision-making." 

Faculty members would like to see improved library resources, although the staff itse1fwas praised for 
its work. Beiter parking, a day care program and tuition waivers for dependents were suggested. And 
some complained of cramped classrooms and not enough office space. . 

Among the comments from the faculty, some were scathing, while others were supportive of certain 
programs, actions or people. 

"The inflated salaries of our administrators is demotivating and depressing," one faculty member said. 
"The fact that the top four administrators in my college together earn $1 million per year is outrageous, 
particularly in these tough times." 

Another added, "Furloughs are the last straw. Other states are experiencing similar budget cuts without 
taking salary from already-underpaid faculty. Education is not valued in S.c., and the state's record on 
education is the best indicator of this." 

One comment called a department chair "an excellent administrator," and another said the department 
"does a good job to include lecturers in faculty governance issues" 

The survey is not available online to the general Clemson population, but a copy was made available to 
the Independent-Mail. A review, paper copy of the 357-page survey is available to the public at the main 
Clemson University library. 
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